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Summary

Mutations T, Fu and P-haplotype on chromosome 17 cause preferential transmission of the
acrocentric homologues in the progeny of female mice heterozygotes for Robertsonian transloca-
tions (Rb). The present results demonstrate that the influence of these mutations upon segregation
is restricted to the Robertsonian translocations involving chromosome 17. Substitution of parts of
chromosome 17 distal or proximal to the T locus did not alter the effect of this chromosome on
the transmission rate of the homologue. The effects of these mutations, whether cis or trans with
Rb, on the transmission were the same. It was established that Rb13LubtwLub-I+/++tf females
reveal significant segregation distortion. However, in the progeny of !6!!!M<’f!"’’!/+r females,
chromosome segregation did not differ from that theoretically expected. Rb7/ T43H mothers
transmitted the chromosome with the reciprocal translocation T43H to 70.9 % of their progeny.
Thus data were obtained supporting the idea that structural changes of the chromosomes caused
by mutations affect the segregation of the homologues in Rb heterozygous females.
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Résumé

Modifications de la structure des chromosomes homologues : .’
une cause possible de la disjonction anormale chez les souris femelles hétérozygotes

pour des translocations robertsoniennes

La présence des mutations T, Fu ou du haplotype 1 sur le chromosome 17 entraîne une
transmission préférentielle des chromosomes homologues acrocentriques aux produits de souris
femelles hétérozygotes pour des translocations robertsoniennes (Rb). Les résultats présentés dans
cet article montrent que l’influence de ces mutations sur la ségrégation est limitée aux transloca-
tions robertsoniennes impliquant le chromosome 17. La substitution de fragments du chromosome
17 distaux ou proximaux par rapport au locus T n’altère pas l’effet de ce chromosome sur le taux
de transmission du chromosome homologue. Ces mutations ont le même effet sur la transmission,
qu’elles soient en position cis ou trans par rapport à la translocation robertsonienne (Rb). Il a été
établi que les femelles Rb13LubtwLub-1+/++tf présentent une distorsion de ségrégation significa-
tive. Cependant, chez les produits de femelles !M.?Z.u6<!’’!/+f", la ségrégation des chromosomes
ne diffère pas de celle théoriquement attendue. Les mères RblT43H transmettent le chromosome
portant la translocation réciproque T43H à 70,9 % de leurs produits. Ainsi, les résultats obtenus



sont en faveur de l’hypothèse selon laquelle des modifications de la structure chromosomique
causées par des mutations affectent la ségrégation des chromosomes homologues chez les femelles
portant une translocation robertsonienne à l’état hétérozygote.

Mots clés : souris, translocation robertsonieune, ségrégation chromosomique.

I. Introduction

The influence of mutations on chromosome 17 upon the segregation of the
metacentric and acrocentric homologues in the progeny of female mice heterozygous for
Robertsonian translocations Rb(8.17)llem and Rb(16.17)Bnr was studied previously
(RUVINSKY et al., 1987). Genetic analysis indicated that portion of non-Rb (nor-
mal karyotype) progeny from mothers heterozygous for mutations tf, qk, tl2 was

weakly different from the 50 % Mendelian expected level (55-57 %). Introduction of
mutations T, FUKI, Fu, t6 into the female genotype caused a more severe segregation
distortion and an increase in the portion of progeny with normal karyotype (63-67 %).
Based on results of the cytogenetic analysis of blastocysts and oocytes at M II of
meiosis, it was concluded that the preferential distribution of the metacentric to the

polar body during the first meiotic division had a bearing on the observed segregation
distortion. To our knowledge, the mechanism of this unequal transmission of the

homologues has not been, so far, considered. The relevance of events occurring at the
prophase of meiosis to this segregation distortion was another question of no less

importance. The problem is, how does the segregation distortion arise. There is

probably more than one answer, but the present paper is an attempt to find one.

II. Materials and methods

The mutations on chromosome 17 and the Robertsonian translocations

Rb(8.17)lIem (Rbl), Rb(16.17)7Bnr(Rb7) it carries were described in the preceding
paper (RUVINSKI et al., 1987). The mouse stocks used were one outbred homozy-
gous for Rbl and Rb(2.6)4lem(Rb4) (BARANOV, 1981) and another bearing Rb(3.5)llc-
g(Rbllcg) (AGULNIK et al., 1983). The translocation Rb(4.17)13Lub(Rbl3Lub) contain-
ning the tw!ub-1 haplotype on chromosome 17 was derived from the Rb13LubtWLUb-IITtf
stock. Rb13LubtWLUb-ll +f’ females were produced by intercrossing Rb13LubtWLUb-ll Ttf and
f’lTtf mice and collecting the normal tailed progeny ; R613Lubf&dquo;‘-°&dquo;’+l++tf females
were obtained from Y tfltf x G RbI3LubtWLUb-ll + Ttf crosses. Mutation Sd (Denforth’s
short tail) was derived from the SdRal++ stock. Mice carrying the reciprocal transloca-
tion T(16;17)43H with one break located in the medial part of chromosome 17, and the
second in the centromeric heterochromatin of chromosome 16 were also used. Carriers
of recombinant chromosomes T + and (R. C.) Ttf with substitutions distal and proximal
to the T locus in the original Ttf chromosome were obtained from the Rb7++I+Ttf
yy x ++tfl++tf dd and R67Ttfl++tf Yy x ++tfl++tf cTcT crosses. Mice carry-
ing mutations Tf, T, Fu in cis with Rb7 were obtained from the Rb7+ / +f Q Q x +tfl
tf d’d’, Rb7++/+Fu+ !! x ++tfl++tf Crd and R67++l+Tlf !! x ++tfl++tf
d’d’ crosses. To identify carriers of the recombinant chromosomes, preparations of



bone marrow cells obtained by biopsy were studied cytogenetically. The G-banding
method was applied for chromosome identification in the progeny of females carrying
either of the two Robertsonian translocations or T43H. All offspring obtained have
been karyotyped.

III. Results

Certain mutations on chromosome 17 have the property of lowering the transmis-
sion rate of the metacentric involving this chromosome and raising that of the corres-
ponding acrocentrics in the progeny from heterozygous females. The question was
whether these mutations on chromosome 17 may influence transmission of the metacen-
trics and the corresponding acrocentrics involving chromosomes other than chromosome
17. In females diheterozygous for Rbl and Rb4, the T mutation has no effect on the
transmission of Rb4, while it significantly affects that of Rbl (table 1). What is also

noteworthy, is that mutation Sd (chromosome 2) has no significant influence on the
transmission of Rb4 and Rbl (Cross 1). Thus the data demonstrate that the influence of
mutations on chromosome 17 is restricted to Robertsonian translocations involving
precisely this chromosome. Support was also derived from the data of table 2. There
was no marked segregation distortion of Rbllcg in females heterozygous for the t6
haplotype or the T mutation.



This suggests that the effect of certain mutations on chromosome 17 upon the
transmission of Rb translocations presumably is not a consequence of the influence of
putative products of these mutations on transmission, but is rather due to meiotic
interaction of the homologues.

The point to settle is whether this interaction effect upon segregation is the direct
consequence of the mutations (T, Fu, Fuli, r) previously studied (RuVINSKi et al., 1987)
or the result of an influence of the genotypic milieu. It is known that R67 causes
a significant segregation distortion in progeny of heterozygous females even in the
absence of the studied mutations of chromosome 17 (GROPP & WINKING, 1981). This
distortion is enhanced when the acrocentric chromosome with T mutation is present.
The data of table 3 indicate that substitution of the distal (Cross 6) or proximal
(Cross 7) regions of the T-be!ring chromosome does not alter significantly the propor-
tions of Rb progeny and progeny with the standard karyotype (Cross 5). A comparison
of Cross 1 and Crosses 5 and 6 shows significant differences in the proportion of non-
Rb progeny. The difference between Cross 7 and Cross 1 is of the same level, but not
significant, due to restricted sample size. This gave reason for assuming that precisely
mutation T is responsible for the disturbed segregation, but not the set of genes or
constitution of chromosome 17. To verify this assumption, we compared the effect of T
and Fu upon the transmission of Rb7 when placed in trans or cis with it (table 3). The
dominant genes Fu (Crosses 3, 4) and T (Crosses 5, 8) caused a gross segregation
distortion, whether the configuration was cis or trans.

An additional experiment was run to determine whether t-haplotype also affects
transmission of Rb translocations, being in cis-position. The data on the analysis of
progeny of females heterozygous for translocation Rbl3Lub are presented in table 4. In
the case of heterozygosity for the translocation and t-haplotype there is a sharp
distortion in the transmission of homologues of offspring (68.3 % non Rb). The absence
of a R613Lub translocation without a t-haplotype in our collection, and difficulties in
obtaining such a chromosome prevented us from studying its segregation pattern in
Rbl3Lubl+ females. Nevertheless we produced some crosses to study the mode of



tranmission in females heterozygous for R613Lub and carrying the rlu&dquo; and r-

haplotypes. It was observed that segregation ratio did not significantly differ from the
theoretically expected 1:1 value (table 4). These data indicate that the presence of t-

haplotypes on both homologues of chromosome 17, restores the normal segregation in
females heterozygous for the Rb translocation.

Results from these three series of experiments show that segregation distortion
occurs for three different Rb translocations all involving chromosome 17.

The present (table 1-4) and previous results (RUVINSKY et al., 1987) considered
as a whole, incline us to the view that structural changes in chromosomes bearing
certain mutant genes cause meiotic disorder.

Decisive evidence for this view was provided by the segregation data for reciprocal
translocation T43H, touching the structure of the proximal region of chromosome 17
(table 5). In female T43H heterozygotes (crosses 1 and 2), there was no segregation
distortion of the homologues in .the progeny in spite of the presence of T and Fu

mutations. In contrast, 70.9 % of the progeny of R67/ T43H received T43H from their
mothers. This segregation distortion seems to be specific to interaction between the Rb7
and T43H translocations. Thus there is good agreement between the data for the effects
of T43H, and some mutations of chromosome 17 studied here and previously.



IV. Discussion

Heterozygosity for certain Rb translocations in female mice results in deviation
from Mendelian segregation in favour of the non-Rb progeny (GROPP & WINKING,
1981). We demonstrated that the presence of dominant mutations, T, Fu, FUK! and t!,
twLubl haplotypes increases the preferential transmission of the acrocentric homologue of
chromosome 17. It was shown that the phenomenon observed was based on the

preferential movement of the metacentric chromosome to the first polar body during
female meiosis. What may, conceivably, be the cytogenetic mechanism of the nonfortui-
tous access of Rb7, Rbl and may be other translocations to the first polar body in
females bearing studied mutations and t-haplotypes ?

Synapsis in the precentromeric region appears to be fraught with potential difficul-
ties for heterozygotes of some Robertsonian translocations. One of the reasons may be
that the mouse has true (in the strict sense of the term) acrocentric chromosomes. They
have a short arm too (JOHN & FREEMAN, 1975 ; .TOHANNISSON & WINKING, 1979). The
total length of the two acrocentrics exceeds that of their corresponding metacentric
chromosome (DEMIN et al., 1984). However, synaptic correction (MosES, 1977) makes it
possible to overcome this potential impediment and, as a result, pairing and subsequent
segregation proceed smoothly. Robertsonian translocations Rb(l.3)]Bnr, Rb(6.13)3Rma,
Rb(4.15)4Rma, Rb(16.17)7Bnr and, perhaps, others, are exceptions in this respect.
Equal transmission of the homologues is significantly distorted in females heterozygous
fot these translocations (GROPP & WINKING, 1981).

A structural mutation introduced into one of the pairing chromosome (whether the
metacentric or the acrocentric) can obstruct the correction of the potential hindrance to
synapsis. It was shown that recombination between centromere 17 and T43H break was
reduced almost to zero in mice Rb7+1+T43H (FOREJT et al., 1980). Our observations
presented here demonstrate a strong segregation distortion in the progeny of females
with the same genotype in favour of the acrocentric chromosomes bearing the T43H
translocation. Thus, it may be supposed that the structural mutation T43H changes the
normal course of synapsis, recombination and segregation. It is also known that pairing
of the desynaptic type is disturbed in Rb7+/+r5 males (TRES & ERICKSON, 1982). The
same may occur in females. Disturbed pairing takes place in the prophase of meiosis.
Two unpaired centromeres of the acrocentrics may be formed in the trivalent. We
cannot describe the exact pattern of meiotic behaviour of the trivalent now. But it
seems probable that these centromeres come into contact with the spindle threads

radiating from the centre of the oocyte, and this contact orientates movement of the
acrocentric at anaphase I. If so, one may argue that the first polar body is, by logical
necessity, the most probable target for the metacentric chromosome.

It is interesting to note that reconstruction of the pairing chromosomes homology
as was done in females /?b7.?Z.M!f*!&dquo;’’’/+<*, led to normal segregation. This, to our mind,
clearly verifies the importance of structural changes of homologues for the genesis of
meiotic disturbances.

It is pertinent to recall that the probability for the X chromosome to remain in the
oocytes of XO females is 70 %, and for it to enter the first polar body is 30 %

(KAUFMAN, 1972 ; LUTHARDT, 1976). Whichever the case may be, the cytogenetic



scenario is the same. This lends more credibility to the idea that chromosome structure
can result in distorted segregation of homologues in female Rb heterozygotes.

The present data make it possible that T and Fu are not the point mutations
previously thought (DUNN & CASPARI, 1945 ; GREEN, 1981) ; they appear rather to be
related to structural changes along big stretches of the chromosome. This is in

compliance with the known structure of the T-alleles, some of which, such as T’P, prl.
T’°w&dquo;&dquo;!, are long deletions extending over the precentromeric region of chromosome 17.
Investigation of the molecular organization of the t-complex pursued now may provide
a crucial test for this assumption. If, indeed, extensive changes of chromosome
structure underlie the effects of the studied mutations upon the segregation of the

homologues, it would be possible to express changes of chromosome structure as

measurable units of segregation distortion.
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